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The Witch Party Costume for Leifang follows the story arc of Leifang
from a Red Shirt to a Party Dress... and the rest is up to you! Leifang the
Red Shirt was a normal kid who wanted to be like his friends. One day he

met a beautiful and sophisticated woman he had heard of before, and
began to visit a famous party place as a way to "become" a party boy. Is

it possible to become a party boy? Is Leifang's dream of becoming a
party boy capable of fulfilling? Now you will meet a new Leifang, who

became a party boy! Whether you choose to become a party boy or just
wear the magical dress, you will be able to live out your fantasies in a

brand new setting! About This Content A Witch Party costume for
Leifang. Note: - This content is covered by the Season Pass 3. Please be

careful to avoid making redundant purchases. - This content is also
available as a part of a set for a discounted price. Be careful to not

purchase the same content twice. - You must have the latest update
installed before using this content. - You must purchase the character

before using this content. Features - A Witch Party costume for Leifang -
You can change the color to suit the mood at any time - A wide variety
of hairstyles are available - 3 costumes to choose from in the game - 3
face plates - A stunning battle effect costume with special features for

Leifang Story - The Red Shirt is a young boy who dreams of becoming a
party boy. He meets a mysterious woman who pulls him into a night of
forbidden pleasures - A new fantasy experience: - A unique charm that

changes the appearance of this character from the Red Shirt to the Party
Dress! - A new battle effect costume, to show off your cool side! - Set in

a night club where all the party people are waiting for the party to
begin! - The scene is set for a night of partying! - You are a guest of
honor! - If you let Leifang take his time becoming a party boy, he will
create a whole new life for you! Contents - In this game: - There is a

witch costume - A unique charm for a costume transformation - A battle
effect costume - A set of clothes that is particularly suited to Leifang - An
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Features Key:
More than 600 song images

10 songs every day includes unlimited play and no shuffle mode
PS4 & XBOX ONE versions exclusive tune & unique feeling

Geek icon unlock exclusive tunes& exclusive design
4 exclusive guru class tone pack
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Tree of Savior New Story - World Fest 2019 Open Beta Test☆
Tree of Savior Divine Yggdrasil－LOVE solus OP Charming World
Tree of Savior Model Ship Skin Finest Patch Augmented Holohood
Tree of Savior version 2.0.2 build LIVE246 ? (Keyboards)
Tree of Savior Expanded Progress of Game 《Look Out》
Tree of Savior MADELEINE×MAKELEINE Duo Skin 《Hybrid 》

Preparations for Tree of Savior New Story - World Fest 2019
Open Beta Test

For those who would like to enjoy Tree of Savior New Story - World Fest 2019 Open Beta Test
Please note that there may be bugs that cannot be corrected, which make the game
unusable. Designers, creators, and developers are trying to make changes as soon as
possible, but not all bug issues can be corrected.
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